
Online Safety
for Parents



Parenting can be a mine field
at the best of times

HOWEVER Online Safety 





Voice and text chat app

Used by many online 
gamers

Increasingly popular with 
young people

Linked to grooming 
incidents

Discord



350 million players worldwide

Extremely addictive

Users can buy upgrades and skins with cash

Child sex offenders will move conversation to 
unmoderated encrypted messaging platforms

It is not uncommon for there to be a larger age disparity 
between gamers



No sign up verification required

Becoming popular again with Primary 
School age group

Talk to strangers

Un-trackable

No user history

Can access via laptop

Lots of adult content

Currently no app, web page access only











Taking, possessing and sending a naked selfie of 
a child is;

The making, possession and distribution of indecent 
images of children, even if it is of themselves.

It is illegal



Sign of Grooming

Have they suddenly become very secretive? People who abuse 
will try to stop young people telling their friends and family 
about the abusive relationship. 

Are they sad or withdrawn but won’t say why? If something is 
going on with a child online it might be really upsetting them. 
They might feel trapped, like they can’t talk about it. 

Do they seem distracted? We can all get caught up in ourselves if 
things are worrying us. If a child is unusually preoccupied it might 
be because things are weighing on them which they feel they 
can't talk about. 





Mobile phones, social media and 
children
Social media and phones were not designed for them. 
A young person’s underdeveloped frontal cortex can’t manage the 
distraction nor the temptations that come with social media and 
phone use. 

While we can teach the responsible use of technology now, we will 
not be able to teach the maturity that social media and mobile 
phones require. 
They will use social media inappropriately until they are older and 
it fits them better.



It starts with the parents, if their 
children see them on devices all the 
time, children will copy.



Steve Jobs didn't let his children use an iPad



Delay giving your child a mobile phone as long as 
possible, no earlier than 13 years or older.



Under-developed brains do really under-developed things.

When adults give kids powerful apps and devices, adolescent 
brains make, and will continue to make, poor choices.

Parents need to be get involved in their children’s tech.

In closing…





Protect all you devices
with a Strong password?







Further reading






